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a) Mention the sources of indoor air poilution, and crassify theparticulate matters.

b) The healthy air shourd be availabre in breathing zone. Explain
contents of healthy air and define Indoor Air Quatir, OOQI

c) space air distribution is one method which is used to controlpollufion inside closed spaces. Explain with details this method.
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Question-2
f20 marksl

a- what is the difference between air conditioning process and the air ventilationprocesses?
(0 mart<s)

b- Describe using diagrammatic sketch, how the temperature difference betweeninside places and the outside surrounding can be used to modify the naturalventilation system and explain with sketch how the solar radiation can be used to
(8 marks)

improve the natural ventilation. 
, ,

c- show the difference between the two methods of industrial ventilation system (i.e.dilution and local exhaust), and mention only the disadvantages of each method.
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Question-3

a- Discuss the difference
pressure ratio.

[15 marksl

between fans, browers and compressors with respect to the
(l marts)

under specific
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(S marts)

b- Explain with the aid of diagram the performance curye of fan
conditions of fan volume and system static pressure.

c- Mention the different methods are used to contiol the fan air flow.
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Question-4 [50 marksl
The dilution ventilation is used of the wood factory. The factory has the

dimensions 30mx15mx6m as shown in the next figure. Three inlet and two exit
openings have the same shape and the same dimensions (0.75mx3m). The difference
height between inlet and exit opening (i.e. H) is 1.5 m and the discharge coefficient
Cn is 0'61 for all the openings. The dynamic pressure head at the inlet opening is
l'25 Pa' The average temperature inside the factory is 35 oc while the outside
temperature is 23 oC. The air flow rate from duct openings are es=302o of the fan
flow rate and Qp:Qp=35oh of the fan flow rate. Take the pressure loss coefficients at
bend is 0'8 and the exit is 1.0 atong the duct. Also, take the velocity for the main
duct is 8 m/s and the fan efficiency is 0.g7.
the followins:

i- The required air flow rate if ACR=g.

ii- The naturar flow rate based on the wind and the buoyancy effect.
iii- Design the ventilation duct by using the equal friction coeflicient method.
v- The fan horse power (Hp).
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